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DENYING THE DOCTRINE

now appears fraudulent:we cannot say that
set of birthcertificates
There being rabbitsis what we believe when we believe that there
are rabbits;nor will B, which is definedin termsof theselocutions,
be of any help. Similar problems arise for many theorieswhich,
like Chisholm's, analyze propositional attitudesby introducinga
new kind of entity-Frege's theoryis one example. I believe some
of thesetheoriescan be defended,and I have some ideas about what
the defensewould involve; I shall, howeverbring this paper to a
close by recapitulatingmy conclusions.Much as indeterminacyof
translationhas to teach us about referenceand belief, it tells us
little about the logical form of sentences about referenceand
belief; we may still speak of referenceas a relation betweenwords
and objects; we may still speak of belief as a relation between
people and propositions.What indeterminacyof translationshows
is how arbitraryour choiceof such relationsis, and perhapsmustbe.
STEPHEN

LEEDS

Brown University

Q

DENYING THE DOCTRINE AND CHANGING
THE SUBJECT*

betweentwo
UINE has suggestedthat the disagreement

men when one subscribesto the classical logic of truth
functionsand quantificationand the other does not, is
only apparent. They are talking at cross purposes,since they do
not mean the same by the logical terms: "Here, evidently,is the
deviant logician's predicament:when he triesto deny the doctrine
he only changes the subject." I shall argue that this is wrong,and
reflectsa mistakenview of what it is to understandwhat someone
says. I shall firstgive an uncharitableexposition and criticismof
what Quine says,and then tryto put my criticismsin a more general perspective.I call my exposition "uncharitable" because the
only passages of Quine I cite seem to expressthe view which I consider false. Other passages can be read more charitably; I shall
ignore them,since I think that the view I attack is an important
one, whichreceivesitsbestdefensein thepassagesI referto.
Quine holds that someone who maintainsa "deviant logic" cannot mean what we normallydo by the logical terms 'and', 'or',
* I have borrowed several ideas fromRichard Grandy's unpublished writings
on translationand meaning.
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'not', 'there is' and so on.1 That is, no acceptable translationcan
translatethesewordsas used by him into the same wordsas used by
us. Moreover,no acceptable translationcan representsomeonewho
does not speak Englishas maintaininga deviantlogic. To argue for
thisit is necessaryfirstto explain what it is to hold a deviant logic
and then to state suitable plausible constraintson translation.
Quine wants to do both of these in termsof the semanticalapparatus developed in Word and Object, and thus in termsof the dispositionsof speakersof a language to assentand dissentto sentences
of that language under various circumstances.Ouine's fullestdescriptionof his attitudeto logical deviance is found in chapterVI
of his Philosophy of Logic 2 to which I shall refer almost exclisively.
It is not at all clear what Quine initendsthe words 'deviant logic'
to cover. Sometimeshe characterizesthe deviant logician as asserting the negation of some classically valid sentence. But he also
claims tlhathis argumentsapply to intuitionistsand others whose
deviance leads themto refrainfromassertingcertainclassical theorems,but does not necessarilylead themto deny any of them.The
intuitionists'rejectionof the law of excluded middle, for example,
does not consistin acceptingsentencesof the form'not(s or not s)'
but ratherin failingto accept sentencesof the form's or not s'. In
fact,in the intuitionistlic
propositionalcalculus 'not not(s or not s)'
is a theorem;so an intuitionistcannot deny the law of excluded
middle if to do this is to assertthe negation of an instanceof it.3
A moredirectconfrontation
betweenintuitionistand classicistarises
in second-orderlogic, because the intuitionistwill regar-dsome
sentencesof roughlythc form'For all attributesP and all x, x is P
or x is not P' as actuallyfalse [althoughhe will not regardthe corresponding'forsome attributeP and some x, not(x is P or x is not
P)' as true.]This is not much help, however,in consideringwhether
the intuitionistmeans somethingdifferent
by 'or' and 'not', since a
much more natural reaction is that the meaning of 'attribute'(in
'forall attributesP') has changed.
1 Perhaps it should be "what orthodox logicians normally do," lest we beg
any questions about how closely the standard calculus fits the meaning of the
English particles. Quine evades these questions, and if what I argue for is
righttheyare not crucial.
2 Philosophy of Logic (Englewood Cliffs,N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1970); see especially pp. 82/3. Unless otherwise indicated, all references are to this book.
Quine has held the view in question since at least 1954, siniceit appears very
explicitly in "Carnap and Logical Truth"; see p. 102 of The Ways of Paradox
(New York: Random House, 1966).
3 This is a special case of somethingmore general. Sce S. C. Kleene: Introduction to Metamtiathematics
(New York: Van Nostrand,1952), ? 81.
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I thinkthat Quine has just not taken into account the fact that
one can abandon classical logic by refusingto assent to or use
some classical theorems,without having to deny any classical
theorems.Let us legalize the distinctionin question by talking of
strongand weak deviance. Strongdeviance consistsin adopting a
logic according to which the negation of some classical theorem
is consistent,and weak deviance consistsin adopting a logic acsome classical theoremis not valid. As a firsttry
cordingto wThich
at putting these definitionsin Quine's terminology,we could say
that someone exhibitsstrongdeviance if he assentsto the negation
of some classical theorem,and exhibitsweak deviance if he fails to
assent to some classical theorem. But these would not be very
useful definitions,since even the least deviant of us will assent to
the negationsof some classical theorems,not seeing that they are
such, and we all will fail to assent to a great number of classical
theoremsthat are too complex for us to have any opinion abouit.
way to take care of this is to define strong
The straightforward
deviance as assent to the negation of a classical theorem,which
cannot be shaken by presentationof any furtherarguments,and
weak deviance as failure to assent to some classical theoremeven
in the presenceof arguments.By 'arguments'we may for our purposes understand"furtherthingssaid."
Now what is Quine sayingabout deviance, weak or strong?His
discussionturnson the claim that the classical logical truthsare all
"obvious, actually or potentially."Each logical truthis either immediatelyor with a little coaxing assented to by each speaker of
our language.4Then he argues that the maxim 'save the obvious',
to the effectthat a translationshould preserveobviousness,ensures
that one could not intelligibly"reject part of our logic as not true
at all." His claim is not thatwe could not adopt a deviant logic, or
even that in all circumstanceswe should not, but that,if someone
did, forexample,come to assentto some sentence'p and not p' then
as negationwhen
. . . surelythe notationceasedto be recognizable
of theform'p--p' as true,
someconjunctions
theytookto regarding
all others(81).
as implying
suchsentences
and stoppedregarding
My understandingof this argumentis hamperedby not knowing
in which of threeways the maxim 'save the obvious' is to be taken.
(a) If an English sentence is obvious, translate it only by a
foreignsentencethat is assented to. (If obvious in English,
thenassontedto in Foreign.)
or (b) If a foreign sentence is obv,ious,translate it only by an
4 Quine and I haveevidently
circles.
native-speaker
movedin different
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English sentencethat is assentedto. (If obvious in Foreign,
thenassentedto in English.)
or (c) Do not translate as an obvious falsehood what foreign
speakersregardas true. (If assentedto in Foreign,then not
obviouslyfalsein English.)
(a), (b), and (c) are not equivalent. To thinkthat theyare is to
make fundamentallythe same mistakeas that which resultsin confusingstrongand weak deviance.
It is not evidentfromthe text which Quine has in mind. Both
(a) and (b) are foundin the text.(a) is supportedby the paragraph:
The canon 'save the obvious;barsanymanualthatwouldrepresent
our logic. . . Whatis negativeabout
as contradicting
theforeigners
thisguaranteeis thatit does not assumethatall our logicallytrue
sentencescarryover into truthsof the foreignlanguage;some of
(83).
altogether
themmightresisttranslation
(b) is supportedby thesentence:
a strange
language,to maketheobvious
It behoovesus,in construing
thatare trueand,preferably,
sentences
go overintoEnglishsentences
also obvious(82).
(c) is nowhereexplicit in the text.It was suggestedto me by Paul
Benacerraf.Quine gives no indication of knowingthat (a) and (b)
are different.
Do (a), (b), or (c) outlaw deviance?Firstconsiderstrongdeviance.
Suppose that we are tryingto show that it is illegitimateto construe the foreignersas assenting to some explicit contradiction,
that is, we are tryingto rule out a translationscheme that translates some assented-toforeignsentenceas 'p and not p'. To apply
(a) we would have to reason as follows:let the foreignsentencebe
f; f is assentedto, thereforenot-fis not assented to; but the translation of not-finto English is 'not (p and not p)', since we are assuming that the translationcorrelatesForeign and English "negation." 'Not (p and not p)' is an obvious English sentence,and so
(a) has been violated. But this is not a good argument.The first
step of the argument,"f is assentedto, thereforenot-fis not assented
to," is not at all plausible. The view to be refutedwas that our
foreignersassent to 'p and not p', i.e., explicitlycontradictthemselves; but, if theydo that,then thereis no reason to believe that
theydo not assentboth to some sentencesand to theirnegations.
Next try(b). It is hard to see how it could apply, for the conditions of our storyare just that the foreignersassent to some sen-
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tence translatedas a contradiction.They do not have to find it
obvious.Thus (b) is beside thepoint.
(c) applies. The foreignsentenceis assentedto, but the negation
of its English translationis obvious. So perhaps (c) is what is
needed, although it is not mentioned by Quine. But (c) has no
power against weak deviance. It would not, for example, ensure
assentto the translationof 'p or not p'. (a) works
thatthe foreigners
against weak deviance; I think that I need not explain how. (b)
clearlydoes not.
maximsare (a) and (c). A principlethatapplies
So the interesting
both to weak and to strongdeviance-and I think that is what
Quine is after-must be fairlybroad. The conjunctionof (a) and
(c) would do, and in fact it seems clear that any principle that
ensuresthat all obvious English sentencesand no negationsof obvious English sentencesare assentedto in Foreign will entail both
(a) and (c).
If one sees the conjunctionof (a) and (c) as what it claims to be,
a completelygeneral conditionon the acceptabilityof translations,
then it is not at all plausible. Each of the conjuncts alone would
require some effortto believe. (a) denies that some thingsare obvious to us, such as 'pregnancyis caused by copulation', or 'the
starsare fartheraway than the sun', which would not be assented
to by speakersof some foreignlanguage. (Rememberthat 'obvious'
here means 'unhesitatinglyassented to'.) (c) denies that there are
languages and cultures,including past stagesof our own language
and culture,in which obvious falsehoods,as we see themnow, such
as 'the earth is flat','pregnancyis not caused by copulation', are
assented to.5 Now it may seem that change of logic involves a far
more extravagantviolation of (a) and (c) than that involved in the
cases I have just mentioned,since when logic changes a verygreat
numberof obvious sentencesare denied, or a verygreat numberof
obvious falsehoodscome to be asserted.But so it is with any change
of doctrine;for,if I come to deny 't', I come to deny 't and sl' and
't and s2' and so on, whatevers, and s2 and so on are.
But suppose that,forthe sake of argument,we grantQuine what
he needs in the way of a constrainton translation,along the lines
5 (a) and (c) also go against the spirit of a number of passages in Quine's
earlier writings, e.g., "Judged in another conceptual scheme, an ontological
statementwhich is axiomatic to McX's mind may, with equal immediacy and
triviality,be adjudged false" ["On What There Is" in From a Logical Point of
View (New York: Harper, 1963)]; and "One man's antinomy is another man's
falsidical paradox, give or take a couple of thousand years" (The Ways of
Paradox).
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of (a) and (c). It follows that we cannot, while meaning what we
mean now by our words,deny or even cease to assentto any orthodox logical truth.This may seem like a fairlystrongconclusion,but
I don't thinkit has nearlythemomentumit is intendedto have.
The reason is that the thesisin question concernsonly that part
of an alien or a futurelanguage which is the image of some translation fromand to present-dayEnglish. Suppose that at some time
in the futurewe add to English some predicate not now found in
it, probablywith a highlytheoreticalcontent,and then assertsome
contravalidquantificationalsentencesinvolvingthis new predicate,
and make unorthodox deduction from these and other sentences
involvingthe predicate. Surely in this case a change of logic has
occurred.And yet we cannot apply Quine's analysis in order to
conclude that some logical termshave changed in meaning; for all
English sentencesare translatableinto Newspeak (theirtranslations
being themselves)and, we may suppose, the ill-mannerednew sentencesare simplynot translatableinto old English.The new predicate might, for example, be a truth predicate for present-day
English.
There seem to be serious difficulties
with Quine's argument.I
thinkhe has chosen the wrongdevicesfor dealing with semantical
issuesabout changeof logic.I now tryto saywhyI thinkso.
Contrast two sorts of case. (a) In one Montana dialect (that
spoken by my colleague Clark Glymour)'or' has an amazing similarityto 'and' as used by the rest of us. A Montanan who speaks
this dialect will say "Butte is in Montana or Missoula is too", and
infers'B' from 'A or B'. (b) Intuitionists,let us falselysuppose,
are a communityof Dutchmen who not only subscribeto the intuitionisticaccount of the foundations of mathematicsand the
consequent strictureson acceptable mathematicalreasoning,but
also employonly intuitionisticmodes of argumentin everydaylife
and science.
One's inclination is surely to call the Montana 'or' 'Montana
conjunction'and to identifyit with the ordinaryEnglish 'and'. But
my inclination, which is certainlyreflectedin a fairly standard
usage, is to call 'or' and 'not' (or rather their Dutch equivalents)
as used by the imaginaryintuitionists'intuitionisticdisjunction'
and 'intuitionisticnegation',and compare themwith 'or' and 'not'
as used in classical logic or ordinaryEnglish. The Montana case,
and what Quine
and others like it, is perfectlystraightforward,
would say about it is clearlyappropriate: by 'or' theymean 'and',
and anyone who says that theyhave instead an exotic theoryof
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disjunctionis simplyimaginingmysteries.
On the otherhand, there
are reasons for calling the intuitionistic'or' and 'not' disjunction
and negation.Let me tryto explain them.
There are threesalient featuresof the situation.The firstis that
thereis a core of inferencesthat are commonto both classical and
intuitionisticlogic. In each case 'p' is entailed by 'p and q' and
entails 'not not p'. The second is that there are no end of ordinaryassertionsand reactionsthat will reveal no difference
between
thesemythicalintuitionistsand otherfolk,if theirdisjunctionand
negation are taken as disjunction and negation. (This is true of
real intuitioniststoo.) And the thirdis that the intuitionists'deviance is occasionedby theiracceptanceof a certainreactionto some
featuresof the crisesin the foundationsof mathematicsin the early
yearsof the century;theirscience developed in a methodicalway
froma position originallylike ours. The Montanans exhibit none
of these threefeaturesif their 'or' is taken as 'or', and exhibit all
threeof themifit is takenas 'and'.
Each of these threefeaturesneeds some qualificationif, as I intend, theyare to be used as marksof the sort of case in which we
should not tryto translateaway deviance. With regard to the first,
thereis no core of inferenceswhich a connectivemustexhibit to be
compared with,say, negation; all that is necessaryis that in each
case therebe a fairlylarge common set of inferences.With regard
to the second, there seems to be no need to take any particular
area of discourseas that of the ordinarytalk where we see eye to
eye; quantum mechanicswould be as suitable as fieldzoology.And,
with regard to the third, it does not seem important that the
theoreticalsituationtaken as lyingat the root of the deviance be in
factthe historicaloriginof theirdivergencefromour ways; all that
seems necessaryis that there be a connection that we can follow
(thoughnot necessarilyagree with) between the ordinarypart and
theextraordinary
part of theirdoctrine.
Thus qualified, the third feature underlies the other two. For
each of the firsttwo describesa particularway in which,according
to a translation,a commonground can be found betweenthe alien
and the home tradition,fromwhich different
routeslead to each. I
think that when this condition is met the disagreementbetween
the deviantand the conventionallogician is not just apparent.This
conclusionseems to me to have the supportof common sense. For
it seems in accordance with the common wisdom that people are
not talkingat cross purposes when they can, at least potentially,
isolate a source of their disagreement,to which they can go back
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and tryto see each other'sattitude.Put differently,
using a translation that meets this condition allows the scientificenterpriseto
proceed to the benefitof both parties.And what more is needed to
make a translationacceptable?
This conditionis clearlyvague, and I would not expect much to
be gained by tryingto make it less so. Rather,we should construct
preciseversionsof it as we need themwhen tryingto say the right
thingabout thepeculiaritiesof individualcases.
Sometimes,then,an acceptable translationthat takes the deviant
logician's logical particlesto ours does not translateaway his deviance. When such a translationis acceptable, it will be possible to
provide a gloss to accompany it which explains why the deviant
deviates.The translationalone does not give one all one needs to
understandwhat the foreignspeaker is saying. But a translation
rarelycan do that.
Other translationsmay also be acceptable, and some of them
may reduce the deviance more than others.6There may be situations in which it would be more helpful to use one translation
ratherthan another,but it will rarelybe as helpful to provide any
translationwithouta gloss as to provideboth translationand gloss.
And once one has the gloss the choice of a translationis less crucial.
Does all thisshow that one can deny the doctrinewithoutchanging the subject? I think it does. For we have described how one
can understandwhat someone who employsdifferentlogical principles is saying,while translatinghis logical words by one's own.
One disagreeswith him, in that he denies or fails to hold some
logical principle that one holds. The disagreementis meaningful;
one knows what he is saying and would not say it oneself. One's
knowledgeof what he is sayingdoes not consistin knowing that
what he says means the same as some English sentence.I would
argue that one's knowledgeof what a man is sayingnever consists
just in this. One's knowledgeof what someone is saying,what his
wordsmean, is not given by any translationalone. It is given by a
translationtogetherwith an explanation of why he says what he
does.
ADAM MORTON

PrincetonUniversity
6 Other translationsmay, in the case of the intuitionists,be obtained from
possible-worlds semantics for intuitionistic logic or from modelings of intuitionistic idioms in recursive-functiontheory. The latter is hard to apply
except when the subject matter is explicitly mathematical, and the formerhas
the drawback of adding a gratuitiousontological claim to what the intuitionist
says.

